
Jumping Jack

Materials Required: 

1. Balloon, as thick as possible
2. Paper towel tube or 2 toilet rolls taped together
3. Tape or duct tape
4. Thick Paper
5. Pipe Cleaners
6. Stickers
7. Wine bottle cork
8. Cardboard
9. Scissors
10. Enti cutter 
11. Skewer (if you want to punch holes on the sides 

of the tube)
12. Punch
13. Crayons, Koki’s
14. Watercolour paint
15. Water jug
16. Brush
17. Other bits and bobs that you have; wool, felt, 

foam sheets etc.
18. Apron
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Start the class by asking what a Jumping Jack is? This is just for fun…. everybody to jump up and do 5 
Jumping Jacks/ star jumps, clap your hands above your head when you do this.

Now that everyone is awake:

Who knows Newtons 3rd law? Give them a tip, the law of motion… 
For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. 
Examples. See if the children can come up with examples.
1. Doing Jumping Jacks. You push the floor with your feet, And the surface pushes your feet and 

legs up, helping you to lift your legs up.
2. If you hit a Wall with your hands or legs, you get hurt. Why? Because of Newton's Third Law. 

You hit the wall with a force, and that exact same amount of force is returned by the wall.
3. While Rowing a boat, when you want to move forward on a boat, you paddle by pushing the 

water backwards, causing you to move forward.

Today we are going to make a Jumping Jack/ law of motion craft! Show them your rocket. 

Everybody to start with the balloon mechanism. Once done, motivate the children to use different 
materials and design a unique jumping jack. It can be a rocket, or a man with pipe cleaner arms 
and legs and a round face at the top of the tube, or a bunny with big floppy ears, be very creative! 
Explain to them that this class is about creativity and problem solving. Assist with brainstorming 
and if they want to secure something. PLEASE do the cutting with the enti cutter or punching of a 
hole on the sides with a skewer for them as they can hurt themselves. Also note to not load  your 
Jumping Jack too heavy with materials,  as it will reduce the flight height.



Cut the tip off your balloon. 
Tip, use a thick balloon to 
give it extra strength and do  
not cut too much of the tip 
off as it needs to fit tight 
around your tube.

Cut it out, fold it in half lightly 
and in the other direction in  
half again to find the center.  
Cut a slit to the center, twist 
it into a cone and stick it in 
place.

1 Ask your neighbor to assist 
with holding the tube up when 
you pull your balloon over. 
Divide the class into 2’s so that
they have to work together.
Pull the balloon  over as far as 
possible.  It should fit tight and 
stay in place on its own.

2 Pull the balloon over as far as  
you can and tape it properly a 
few times around, onto the 
tube. The balloon must be 
super tight over the end of 
the tube to work properly,  
go around and check it. Don’t 
hand out corks yet as it  will  
be difficult to get attention 
focused again. 
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You can make a rocket as 
your example, encourage the 
children to make anything 
that they like. Herewith the 
steps for the rocket, see the 
intro for ideas. Trace a circle 
on thick paper.
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Punch holes on either side 
of your cone. 

Punch holes on either sides of 
the top of your tube.5

8 Put a pipe cleaner through. 9 And through the holes in 
your cone.



Cut slots on either side using 
a  entii-cutter.  Go  around 
and do this step for the 
children, DO NOT LET THEM 
USE A BLADE. 

If you make this as a rocket 
craft for a party or demo 
day, then please cut the 
slots on the side as part of 
your prep-work before the  
class starts. 

11 Cut cardboard fins. Cut it 
smaller until it fits into the 
slot.

12

Push it as deep as you can 
into the slots to secure it. 13 14 Add crayons, koki’s and paint 

and decorate your rocket/ 
jumping jack.

Hand out corks.
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Twist it in place and cut the 
loose ends off. 
A pipe cleaner is a good way 
to fix things as your rocket/ 
jumping jack will need to be 
break proof. Glue or double 
sided tape does not hold 
properly.
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14
Place your wine bottle cork 
upright onto the table. Push 
the bottom of the tube, 
where the balloon is down, 
over the cork, until you reach 
the table. 
Hold your tube at the bottom 
when you do this, over the 
balloon area. Hold your arms 
straight (so that it does  not 
fly into your  face). 
Release by just sliding your 
hands off and see how your 
rocket/ jumping jack flies into 
the air.


